
Cavirin provides healthcare organizations visibility into their entire infrastructure, both 
on-premise and in the cloud, by continually assessing their security posture to industry 
standards and customized benchmarks, and then providing prescriptive remediation 
guidance to ensure protection of confidential patient data.

Within healthcare, the focus is primarily on HIPAA-HiTECH, the protection of confidential patient 
information across various providers.  Despite over a decade of experience, true security is still a 
work-in-progress in that breaches occur on a regular basis.  In a 2017 study by Accenture, 26% of 
US consumers have been impacted by breaches, half of these have suffered identity theft, and the 
average cost is $2,500.  This is over a $31B yearly impact, much of it out-of-pocket.

SOLUTION BRIEF

Automated & Continuous Protection of ePHI

WHERE DO THE ATTACKS COME FROM?

Holding critical information, hospitals and healthcare organizations are among the most vulnerable 
organizations to security threats.  Both a strategic and lucrative target, healthcare organizations 
have four primary attack vectors they need to be concerned about.  
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There are four primary attack vectors:

1. Hackers - The traditional hacker hasn’t gone away, motivated by money or just disruption.  
They have at their disposal increasingly sophisticated tools, and a willing after-market for their      
ill-gotten gains.   It’s reported that on the black market sensitive patient information (PHI) is 
worth 20 times more than credit card records.  

2. Nation-states - Although the most widely reported, they have known to be less of a threat ex-
cept to the more advanced life science and research organizations.  However, with the release of 
‘mass-market’ malware, by some government entities, end-users and smaller organizations are 
now at risk from collateral damage.

3. Hactivists - Consider a biotech firm marketing an unpopular drug, or a university hospital on 
the wrong side of the political landscape.  Hactivists--hackers with a political agenda--are less 
motivated by financial gain.

4. Insider threats -  Today the enemy within (intentional and unintentional) is a contstant chal-
lenge and potentially the most damaging threat to healthcare organizations.  More than 1.17 
million patient records were reportly breached by insider error/attacks during the first half of 
2017.   At least one study has placed healthcare as 15th out of 18th in susceptibility to social 
engineering.  Adding to the insider threat are the complex supply and information exchange 
chains within healthcare.  Compromise of a single vendor through user error or a hacker     
seeking the weak link can and will have a cascading effect.

Primary Attack Vectors
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The overall state of healthcare cybersecurity readiness is considered sub-par, ranked 9th overall.  
And though there hasn’t been a breach in the last few years on-par with Anthem’s 80 million re-
cords, the many smaller breaches do add up. In fact, 1.4 million patient records were exposed in 

December 2016 and 388,307 were compromised in 
January 2017.  88% of all healthcare manufacturers have 
had malware infections, and the number of breaches rise by 
the year.  A concern is lack of follow-up, setting the stage 
for the whole process to repeat.  63% of the largest US 

hospitals have a ‘C’ or lower in patching timeliness, and past-breached organizations have 2 1/2 x 
as many ‘C’s’ in social engineering compared to companies that were not breached.  

NOT MAKING THE GRADE

AUTOMATED AND CONTINUOUS SECURITY
With budget and training constraints, one solution is to automate as much as possible, taking 
the human element out of the equation where practical.  Cavirin provides a multilayer approach 
to security, addressing the network, the servers, as well as applications and data, and spanning 
both on-premise and the cloud.   As part of this, the Cavirin platform looks out for your servers 
and virtual instances, continually assessing them against various frameworks and best practices.  
This includes HIPAA technical safeguards, and other relevant guidelines such as PCI if dealing with 
patient financial data and more general frameworks and benchmarks such as NIST and CIS.  How 
does Cavirin accomplish this?

There were more data breaches in the health care sector in 2015 than in any other critical 
infrastructure sector - Healthcare Industry Cybersecurity Task Force

With minimal increases in cybersecurity budgets, and limited/effective employee training programs 
healthcare organizations are looking for effective ways to protect their organizations from today’s 
threats and increase their customer’s confidence in securing ePHI.  What can healthcare providers 
and payors do to help them make the grade?
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HIPAA, HiTECH, and Technical Safeguards
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, or HIPAA, incorporates standards to safe-
guard protected health information (PHI).  However, it was not widely enforced until 2009 with the 
passage of the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act, or HiTECH. 
This included requirements that include notification if any PHI data is leaked.  Another act, the Om-
nibus Fine Rule, enacted in 2013, further strengthened enforcement.

HIPAA compliance spans processes and controls to ensure the security and integrity of PHI, and 
requires detailed planning and periodic auditing.  Within HIPAA, and specifically Title II (Administra-
tive Simplification), the Security Rule defines sets of safeguards, including administrative, physical, 
and technical.  In this third category, technical safeguards relevant to Cavirin fall into five areas:

1. Transmission Security - A covered entity must implement technical security measures that 
guard against unauthorized access to ePHI that is being transmitted over an electronic network.

2. Access Control - A covered entity must implement technical policies and procedures that 
allow only authorized persons to access electronic protected health information (ePHI).

3. Integrity Controls - A covered entity must implement policies and procedures to ensure that 
ePHI is not improperly altered or destroyed. Electronic measures must be put in place to con-
firm that ePHI has not been improperly altered or destroyed.

4. Audit Controls - A covered entity must implement hardware, software, and/or procedural 
mechanisms to record and examine access and other activity in information systems that con-
tain or use ePHI.

5. Person or Entity Authorization - Implement procedures to verify that a  person or entity 
seeking  access to  electronic protected health information is the one claimed.
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Cavirin’s curated policy pack takes these five categories and creates a set of tests, over 4000 in 
total, and maps these to Part 164.312:

• 164.312(a)(1) - Access Control
• 164.312(b) - Audit Control
• 164.312(c)(1) - Integrity
•	 164.312(d) - Person or Entity Authentication (sample drill down test information below)
• 164.312(e)(1) - Transmission Security

TEST = ‘Set SSH MaxAuthTries to 4 or Less’ (from Person or Entity Authentication category)
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The Cavirin Platform
The dashboard below shows a completed HIPAA assessment of a set of Linux and Windows 
instances in AWS. The risk score across these servers is ‘43’, generating an alert. 

Next, the user can easily determine the risk level for each instance, and note from the scores and 
warnings that all are in need of remediation.
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Now looking at one server in particular –  52.14.203.79 – the risk score is 53.  We can look at the 
individual failed tests impacting this score.  

The figure below lists a subset of the tests, along with status.
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Drilling down to the first, ‘Ensure SSH X11 forwarding is disabled’, clicking on test enables a pop-
up with remediation guidance:
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After remediation, the tests now pass.  (Note – there is not a one-to-one correlation between the 
number of tests passed and the score, since each test also includes a severity and weight.)

The risk score has improved to 57, demonstrating how one can improve their HIPAA security 
posture in near real-time.
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About Cavirin
Cavirin reduces the chance of breach for organizations by providing continuous security assess-
ment and remediation across physical, public, and hybrid workloads for Amazon Web Services, 
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, VMware, Docker and Kubernetes.

Cavirin’s solution delivers the broadest horizontal coverage in the industry through a 
cloud-agnostic agentless solution that offers continuous visibility, is API-driven, and scales to the 
largest physical and virtual infrastructures. To protect data integrity, Cavirin offers up-to-theminute
compliance assessments, supplying audit-ready evidence as measured by every major regulatory 
and security best practice framework including CIS, DISA, PCI and HIPAA, as well as internal 
corporate policies.

Cavirin Systems, Inc. - 5201 Great America Pkwy Suite 419  Santa Clara, CA 95054  |  www.cavrin.com                                                                         
Continuous Security for Hybrid Clouds
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